ACTIVITY:

QUIZ

Which Career Are You?
Complete this quiz to find out which career in film is for you.
Don’t worry if your skills and interests don’t match up with these roles!
Find many, many more at www.creativeskillset.org

1. Which of these is your favourite
subject?

3. When you are watching a film,
what are you thinking about
most?

Art		
Music
Drama
Computing
Literacy/English
None of the above

How well (or badly) the film has been
put together
You can’t wait to go home and create
the visual effects on your computer
You’re too busy looking around the
room for objects to recreate the
sound effects
You are drawing the characters

2. What is your strongest skill?
Listening carefully
Writing stories		
Designing new things
Coding
Being the leader!
None of the above

You are predicting all of the
character’s lines
None of the above

4. What would you most like to
receive as a present?
An iPad with all the latest apps
A big box of paints and brushes

Once you’ve answered all the
questions, count how many of each
shape you selected and then visit the
next page to find out which career
could be ideal for you.

A special notebook for all the ideas you
get during the day
A drumkit
A video camera
None of the above
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Answers
Mostly

Mostly

You are a make-up, hair or costume
designer

You are a VFX artist or editor
Skills to develop:

Skills to develop:
• Hairdressing and make-up

• Know how to use computer editing 		
equipment

• Imaginative and artistic

• Understand storytelling

• Know hair, make-up and clothing 		
through history

• Interest in animations and computer 		
games

• Designing clothes for characters

• Careful attention to detail

Mostly

Mostly

You are a Foley artist or sound designer

You are a screenwriter

Skills to develop:

Skills to develop:

• Excellent listening

• Writing stories and plays

• Creative problem solving

• Accept criticism of your work

• Love of sound and music in films

• Good at using descriptive language

• Good at copying sounds you hear

• Convincing others to like your work

Mostly

Mostly

You are a director

You are one of hundreds of other roles

Skills to develop:

Not seen any jobs you like? Visit
http://bit.ly/JobRolesCS and search
hundreds of careers in film to find the one
that’s right for you.

• Strong leader
• Good at making decisions
• Excellent communication
• Understanding of whole filmmaking 		
process
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